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1 Executive Summary
The xCelerated Integration Services (xIS) sample application demonstrates how xCP can enrich
LoB (Line of Business) applications with xCP functionality through configuration, without the
need for coding or modifying of the original LoB application.
xIS is the configuration functionality that allows connecting your LoB application with any xCP
application or feature. It is not the LoB application itself, nor is it the xCP application.
However, to allow demonstrating xIS, we have provided all required elements to show a LoB-toxCP application integration. More specifically, the xIS sample application contains the following
four components:
1. The (trigger) Chrome browser extension
The browser plugin that allows (without changing the LoB application) to read the LoB
application context and launch the xIS integration mechanism
2. The (source) LoB application:
A mock bank-insurance (“Concordant Bank”) application
3. The (configuration) xIS application:
The xIS administration application, which contains both the configuration functionality and
the (LoB-to-xCP) dispatching mechanism
4. The (destination) xCP application:
The xIS enabled xDM (xCelerated Document Management) document management
application (added for your convenience as this is exactly the same as the separately
downloadable xDM xCP 2.3 sample application)
This document explains how to deploy all four components.
After having deployed the sample application components, you will configure 2 application
integrations with xIS.
Once configured, clicking the Chrome browser plugin button will take you from the Concordant
Bank LoB application screen to the corresponding xDM xCP screen.
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2 Audience
This document is intended for those wishing to install and demonstrate the sample application.
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3 Deployment
This deployment procedure assumes that all four xIS sample application components will be
installed on the same machine. More specifically, on an xCP development server which hosts
all required xCP software (content server, xCP application server, xCP applications,
Documentum Administrator and xCP Designer).
3.1 (Trigger) Chrome Browser Extension Deployment
3.1.1 Prerequisites
The xIS browser extension has been tested against version 53.0.2785.116 m of Google
Chrome and has only been tested with that build.
Download the deployment package xIS ChromePlugin.zip.
3.1.2 Install Browser Extension
From xIS ChromePlugin.zip , extract the /xIS_ChromePlugin folder to your file system (e.g.: to
C:\).

Browse to the /Plugin/content/js folder within your previously extracted /xIS_ChromePlugin
folder.
Update the file xisconfig.js and change the xIS base URL and credentials information as
highlighted here:
define('text!settings.json',[],function () {
return '{
"appName":"xIS",
"baseUrl":"http://[xCP server name]:[xCP server port]/xIS",
"credentials":"[install owner]:[install owner password]",
"isDebug":false}';
});
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Open your Google Chrome browser, click
tools>Extensions

(in upper right corner) and select >More

Check the Developer mode check box

and choose to Load unpacked extension…
In the Browse For Folder dialog, select the /Plugin folder from your previously extracted
/xIS_ChromePlugin folder.
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In the upper right corner of your Chrome browser window (right next to

) you should now see

the xIS button ( ). This is the button that you will click from within your LoB application screen
to trigger the xIS integration mechanism.
REMARK:
As you have added the browser extension in developer mode, each time you open your Chrome
browser, you will see the following warning:
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For production environments, you should of course not run your browser extensions in
developer mode.
3.2 (Source) LoB Application Deployment
3.2.1 Prerequisites
The Concordant Bank LoB application is a mock bank-insurer web application, which contains
3 sub sections (loans, insurance and banking).
To show the complete independence between LoB (source) application and xCP (destination)
application, we have chosen to build this mock bank-insurance application using Microsoft
ASP.NET.
The Concordant Bank LoB Application has been built with Microsoft Visual Studio 2015
(community edition). Please consider the corresponding compatibility requirements.
Download the deployment package xIS DemoApp.zip.
3.2.2 Install MS Visual Studio 2015
WARNING:
This section can become outdated, as download location and MS Visual Studio editions might
change.
Go to https://www.visualstudio.com/downloads/ and select to download the free Visual Studio
Community edition.
Launch the downloaded installer and select to perform a Custom installation.
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Click Next and make sure to select


Microsoft SQL Server Data Tools



Microsoft Web Developer Tools

Click Next and choose Install to start the MS Visual Studio installation.
Wait until the installation finishes.
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3.2.3 Install ASP.NET LoB Application
From xIS DemoApp.zip, extract the /xIS_DemoApp folder to your file system (e.g.: to C:\).

Please note that the ZIP file also contains the MS Visual Studio 2015 project (i.e.: the source
code), allowing you to create your own version of the LoB application as well.
From the newly extracted /xIS_DemoApp folder, open the /approot folder and double-click
web.cmd to launch the Concordant Bank LoB application.
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You can now use your Chrome web browser to navigate to http://localhost:5000.

Please bookmark this page as “Concordant Bank”, so that you can easily access it as you will
need it later on when testing the xIS functionality (under the User Guide section).

3.3 (Configuration) xIS Application Deployment
The xIS application has been packaged with the use of the Deployment xCelerator to simplify
the setup of the required cabinet, folders, roles and users so that you can begin demonstrating
the solution very quickly.
It is essential that you follow the instructions for deployment carefully otherwise aspects of the
application may not function as described.
Deployment consists of three steps:
1. Pre-deployment setup that sets up the xIS cabinet and folders.
2. Import of the application into xCP Designer and deployment via xDA
3. Post-deployment setup that updates the cabinet and folders security and adds test users to
the xIS roles for demonstration purposes.
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3.3.1 Prerequisites
The application has been configured against the GA build of xCP 2.3 and has only been tested
with that build.
Download the deployment package xIS Release 2.3.0.zip which contains two other zip files
(xCP Application [xIS Release 2.3.0].zip and Deployment Utility [xIS Release 2.3.0].zip). These
zip files contain the xCP application to be imported into xCP Designer and the Deployment
Utility xCelerator pre-configured for this application.
Ensure that the key xCP 2.3 services are running. This includes the Content Server, xDA Server,
BAM Server, xPlore and the Application Server services that host the supporting applications
such as Process Integrator and your xCP applications.
3.3.2 Pre-Deployment Repository Configuration
The first step is to use the deployment tool to configure the repository with the required cabinet
and folders for the xCP application to correctly deploy. It is recommended that you run the
deployment utility from the Content Server machine (in case you are not installing on an “all-inone” xCP development server). Before executing the deployment utility scripts you will need to
edit them to reflect your docbroker host, repository names, etc.
Unzip the deployment utility on the Content Server machine and open the folder.
The bin directory contains the libraries needed by the utility as well as the
environment configuration file. The Config directory contains one or more XML
files that contain the definitions of the artifacts to configure in the target
repository. More details about the structure of the XML file can be found in
the deployment utility documentation (available from the xCP xCelerators web
site). The Content folder contains files that will be imported into the
repository.
Start by updating the file /bin/dfc.properties with the settings for your
environment.
Then update the file /Config/pre-deploy.xml and change the repository connection
information in the root element as highlighted here:
<xcpapplication docbase="[repository]" username="[install owner]"
password="[install owner password]" date_format="[date format]">

Finally run the batch file pre-deploy.bat and check the progress in the file actions.log. If
there are any errors reported then fix them before proceeding.
3.3.3 xCP Application
The second step in the deployment of the solution is to import the xIS xCP application into xCP
Designer. Information on how to import an xCP application is provided in the xCP Designer
Help.
Extract the /xIS folder from the xCP Application [xIS Release 2.3.0].zip to your file system (e.g.:
to C:\).
Open xCP Designer and select to Import Application.
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Make sure to select the top xIS folder as root folder so that you can choose to import the xIS
application and all its sub projects:

Once you have imported the application you will need to update the four Development
Repository endpoints to reflect your environment settings.
Finally configure a runtime environment from Preferences and deploy the application. If you do
not update the endpoints before doing this the application will not deploy correctly and you will
need to update your runtime environment settings before you can deploy.

Please bookmark this page as “xIS”, so that you can easily access it as you will need it later on
when testing the xIS functionality (under the User Guide section).

REMARK:
Please note that we have disabled the CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery) protection for the xIS
application. This is to allow external applications (in this case the xIS Browser Extension) to
perform RESTful requests, without having to request a CSRF token.
In short, this is less secure, and for production setup, you might want to consider enabling the
CSRF protection again.
Being able to enable/disable CSRF protection is a new feature of xCP 2.3 and it can be done by
setting the csrf-protection-enabled parameter for the xCP REST server to true or false.
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The csrf-protection-enabled parameter can be found in the
\xCPDesigner\Applications\xIS\xIS\src\main\resources\config\server-configuration.properties
file.
3.3.4 Post-Deployment Repository Configuration
The third step is to use the deployment tool to configure the repository with the
required cabinet and folder security (apply ACLs to the previously created cabinet
and folders) and add users to the xIS roles. It is recommended that you run the
deployment utility from the Content Server machine (in case you are not installing
on an “all-in-one” xCP development server).
In the deployment utility folder (which you previously unzipped), with the
/bin/dfc.properties containing the correct settings for your environment,
update the file /Config/post-deploy.xml and change the repository connection
information in the root element as highlighted here:
<xcpapplication docbase="[repository]" username="[install owner]"
password="[install owner password]" date_format="[date format]">

Also, make sure that the acl_domain for the cabinet and folders, and the users in the
xis_administrator group match your environment.
Finally run the batch file post-deploy.bat and check the progress in the file actions.log.
If there are any errors reported then fix them before proceeding.
3.4 (Destination) xCP Application Deployment
The xDM application has been packaged with the use of the Deployment xCelerator to simplify
the setup of the required cabinet and a sample configuration of folders, users and content so
that you can begin demonstrating the solution very quickly.
It is essential that you follow the instructions for deployment carefully otherwise aspects of the
application may not function as described.
Deployment consists of two steps:
1. Import of the application into xCP Designer and deployment via xDA
2. Post-deployment setup that sets up the cabinet, sample folders, document templates and
test users for demonstration purposes.
3.4.1 Prerequisites
The application has been configured against the GA build of xCP 2.3 and has only been tested
with that build.
Download the deployment package xDM Release 2.3.0.zip which contains two other zip files
(xCP Application [xDM Release 2.3.0].zip and Deployment Utility [xDM Release 2.3.0].zip).
These zip files contain the xCP application to be imported into xCP Designer and the
Deployment Utility xCelerator pre-configured for this application.
Ensure that the key xCP 2.3 services are running. This includes the Content Server, xDA Server,
BAM Server, xPlore and the Application Server services that host the supporting applications
such as Process Integrator and your xCP applications.
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3.4.2 xCP Application
The first step in the deployment of the solution is to import the xDM xCP application into xCP
Designer. Information on how to import an xCP application is provided in the xCP Designer
Help.
Extract the /xDM folder from the xCP Application [xDM Release 2.3.0].zip to your file system
(e.g.: to C:\).
Open xCP Designer and select to Import Application.
Make sure to select the top xDM folder as root folder so that you can choose to import the xDM
application and all its sub projects:

Once you have imported the application you will need to update the Repository endpoint to
reflect your environment settings.
Finally configure a runtime environment from Preferences and deploy the application. If you do
not update the endpoints before doing this the application will not deploy correctly and you will
need to update your runtime environment settings before you can deploy.

Please bookmark this page as “xDM”, so that you can easily access it as you will need it later
on when testing the xIS functionality (under the User Guide section).
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3.4.3 Post-Deployment Repository Configuration
The next step is to use the deployment tool to configure the repository with the
required cabinet, sample folders, document templates and test users. It is
recommended that you run the deployment utility from the Content Server
machine (in case you are not installing on an “all-in-one” xCP development
server). Before executing the deployment utility scripts you will need to edit them
to reflect your docbroker host, repository names, etc.
Unzip the deployment utility (to a different location as the xIS application
deployment utility) on the Content Server machine and open the folder.
The bin directory contains the libraries needed by the utility as well as the environment
configuration file. The Config directory contains one or more XML files that contain the
definitions of the artifacts to configure in the target repository. More details about the structure
of the XML file can be found in the deployment utility documentation (available from the xCP
xCelerators web site). The Content folder contains files that will be imported into the repository.
Start by updating the file /bin/dfc.properties with the settings for your environment.
Then update the file /Config/post-deploy.xml and change the repository connection
information in the root element as highlighted here:
<xcpapplication docbase="[repository]" username="[install owner]"
password="[install owner password]" date_format="[date format]">

Also, make sure that the acl_domain for the folders, and the users in the
xdm_administrator, xdm_manager and xdm_user groups match your environment.
Finally run the batch file post-deploy.bat and check the progress in the file actions.log.
If there are any errors reported then fix them before proceeding.
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4 User Guide
To familiarize you with the different concepts of xIS, and to show how it allows configuring the
integration of a LoB Application with an xCP Application, we will take a step by step approach
where we start from the Concordant Bank LoB application and explore the different integration
elements until the LoB Application and xCP function together as one “Content Enabled” LoB
application.
More specifically, we will, without changing anything to the Concordant Bank .NET (Sample)
Application, use a Chrome Extension to trigger the call to the xIS RESTful Web Service and open
the xDM (xCelerated Document Management) xCP (Sample) Application, allowing users to store
their documents for the Concordant Bank .NET Application, even though this application has no
Document Management capabilities.
4.1 Start Concordant Bank .NET Application
The first step is to launch and use the Concordant Bank .NET application without Document
Management capabilities. At this point, there is no connection with the xDM xCP application
yet.
Launch (if not still running) the Concordant Bank LoB application by double-clicking web.cmd
under the /xIS_DemoApp/approot folder.
Open your browser and use the previously created “Concordant Bank” bookmark to navigate to
the LoB application.
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Click the Register link and enter the e-mail address and password for your new Concordant
Banking LoB application user (we are using dmadmin@corp.com and Dem0.Dem0). Make sure
the password follows the application’s password requirements (hence the suggested
Dem0.Dem0 password).

Click the Register button and you should now be logged in to the Concordant Bank application.

You can always log off and log back in with the previously defined e-mail and password.
When you are logged in, the link bar displays 3 additional links:
Loans, Insurances and Bank Accounts

Click the Loans link to open the Loans list.

Select Create New, fill the fields for the Create Loan dialog and click the Create button to
create a new loan entry.
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REMARK:
As the Concordant Bank Sample Application has no real logic in regards to checking for
doubles in the underlying database, or validating input values, we recommend you use the
above values for your new loan entry. However, you can fill any value, as long as you don’t use
a Loan Number that already exists, since the Loan Number will be used as the unique key in
the logic that maps to a folder in the xDM xCP application.
The new Loan entry is now showing in the Loans list.

From the Loans list, select the Details link of your newly created Loan entry to open the Loan
Details.
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As you can see on the Details page for the Loan entry, except for an Edit (to edit the field
values) and a Back to List link, there is no possibility to add documents or open related
documents for the Loan entry.
Now, it’s time to try out the xIS button (added by the xIS Chrome Extension) for the first time.
With the Details page open for your Loan entry, click the Go To xCP button (
corner of your Chrome Browser window.

) in the top right

As you can see from the error message that pops up when you click the Go To xCP button, the
application integration for the current Loan entry’s Details page has not yet been configured.
What’s important to note is that, although there is no xIS configuration for the LoB (Loans)
application yet, clicking the Go To xCP button of the Chrome Extension for xIS, already did call
the xIS Web Service, and got the response that no configuration exists for the application
context defined by the current URL (http://localhost:5000/Loans...).
4.2 Configure xIS LoB Integration
Since the xIS (Go To xCP) Button in your Google Chrome Browser can call the xIS Web Service,
you now just need to create a LoB Integration Configuration for your Concordant Bank’s Loan
application (more specifically for all the Loan Details pages, uniquely identifiable by the
“http://localhost:5000/Loans” URL prefix).
The LoB Integration Configuration will define how the xIS Web Service understands (parses) the
context of the current Loan Details page and returns the URL for the related xCP document
container (xDM folder).
In Google Chrome, open a new tab and click the
bookmark from the Bookmark Bar to
open the xIS Login Page and sign in as your xCP admin user (install owner account, in our case
dmadmin).
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Upon log in, the LoB Configurations list is shown. At this point it contains no LoB configuration
yet.

To create the LoB Configuration for the Concordant Bank Loans Application, click the Create
LoB Configuration button.

Fill the Create LoB Config dialog fields a follows:


The LoB Identifier is the unique identifier for the LoB Application (in this case Concordant
Loans).
For the LoB Identifier field, enter concordant_loans (always use lower case with
underscores for the LoB Identifier value).
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For the LoB Description enter Concordant Loans.



The LoB Type allows you to define the type of LoB Application which is being integrated with
xCP. And, based on the chosen type, the user is presented with the specific application type
fields to fill.
From the LoB Type drop-down list, select Web Application.
Fill the now available URL field with the part of the Concordant Banking URL that
determines that you are in the Loans Application. More specifically, go back to the
Concordant Bank Chrome tab (make sure it is still open on the Loan Details page of your
new Loan entry), select the address up until /Loans and copy & paste it as value in the URL
field.



The Source Type allows you to configure how xIS will interpret/parse the context of the LoB
Application (in this case the Details page for your new Loan entry). Upon selecting the
source type, the user will be presented with the fields to configure the context parsing
parameters (typically expressions) that correspond with the chosen source type.
From the Source Type drop-down list, select Web Scraping.

To fill the Web Scraping Parameters, we need to first understand how web scraping works.
The xIS web scraping functionality uses the jsoup Open Source Java library to read the
HTML code from your LoB Application’s open web page.
So, to configure the web scraping, you need to find out how jsoup can extract the key that
uniquely identifies your current LoB object (in this case the Loan Number on the Loan
Details page). For this we need to take a look at the source of the LoB Application’s HTML
page.
Go back to the Concordant Bank browser tab (make sure it is still open on the Loan Details
page of your new Loan entry) and in the center of the Details page, right-click and select
View page source.
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In the now open view-source browser tab, scroll down until you are at the
HTML element.

This is where you will find the value for the Loan Number, and this is what jsoup will need to
extract/scrape from the HTML page. More specifically, the value for the Loan Number is the
inner text of the <dd> HTML element directly following the <dt>Loan Number</dt> HTML
element (in this screen shot the value we are looking for is: 10000001).
The jsoup query expression that finds this <dd> element can be determined by using the
jsoup Selector documentation.
Download the Selector (jsoup API).mht file and double-click it to view the jsoup
documentation.
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Using the Selector documentation try to construct the expression that you will need to enter
in order to find the value of the <dd> HTML element directly following the <dt>Loan
Number</dt> HTML element. The solution is on the next page.
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Did you find the jsoup expression you should use? Here’s the answer:
dt:containsOwn(Loan Number) + dd
Putting this all together, let’s now fill the Web Scraping Parameters. You can close the
view-source browser tab and go back to the xIS GUI tab.
Click the

button next to Parameter Names and enter: loan_number

Also click the
button next to Parameter Expressions and enter (the jsoup
expression): dt:containsOwn(Loan Number) + dd



The Destination Type allows you to configure how xIS will load the xCP page that
corresponds with the passed LoB context (in this case the xCP xDM folder that corresponds
with the extracted Loan Number of your Loan entry). Upon selecting the destination type,
the user will be presented with the fields to configure the destination context.
From the Destination Type drop-down list, select Folder.

As the chosen Folder destination type corresponds with an xDM folder, you need to fill the
different xDM context configuration parameters.
To fill the xDM Application URL, just open a new browser tab and click the
bookmark from the Bookmark Bar to open the xDM Login Page. Now, just copy & paste the
address up until /xDM as value in the xDM Application URL field.

You can close the xDM browser tab.
As Folder Type, select Controlled Folder and select xdm_document from the Allowed Type
drop-down list. In xDM, a controlled folder only allows a specific type of documents to be
created inside, so you need to configure this when choosing the Controlled Folder option.



Finally, select New Browser Tab from the Display Type drop-down list so that the xDM folder
view will open in a new browser tab.
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Click the Create LoB Config button to create the LoB Configuration.

The LoB Configurations list now contains your newly created concordant_loans LoB
Configuration.
Select the concordant_loans LoB Configuration in the list and verify that the configuration is
correct from the summary screen on the right.
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Close the xIS browser tab to return to the Concordant Bank application (which should still be
open on the Loan Details page of your new Loan entry).
You have now configured a LoB Application Integration that connects the Details page of your
Concordant Bank Loans Application with a controlled xDM folder. Note that you did not make
any changes to the Concordant Bank .NET LoB Application.
4.3 Test LoB Integration
You have now content enabled the Concordant Bank application so that for each Loan Detail
page it is possible to store documents in an xDM (controlled) folder.
Let’s verify that clicking the xIS (Go To xCP) Button indeed opens a related xDM folder page in a
new browser tab for the Loan Details of the Loan you created.
In Google Chrome, make sure you are still on the Details page of your Loan entry and click the
Go To xCP button (

) in the top right corner of your browser window.

REMARK:
You get a log in screen for the xDM application because Single Sign On (SSO) has not been
configured. To have an even more integrated experience for the users, we recommend you set
up SSO.
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Log in to xDM with your admin user (we are indeed using dmadmin throughout the entire
demo).

Note that xDM opens and shows the contents of a folder that corresponds (as you can see
from its name in the left pane) with the Loan Number from the Loan Details page.
You can use the xDM settings (by clicking ) to change the view (e.g. add Preview Panel on
the right and Properties Panel at the center bottom). Just click on the folder (in left panel) to
exit the settings screen.
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Select to import a new document by clicking on the

button.

Click the button and select this document (i.e.: representing a PDF file) from your PC’s file
system.
Since this is a demo for the Concordant Loans application, we will rename the PDF to Loan
Application.pdf.

Notice that you only have the Document option from the Content Type drop-down list. This is
because you configured the LoB Integration to map to a controlled xDM folder that only allows
documents of the type xdm_document.
Choose Finish to import the document.

Close the xDM browser tab (you should be back on the Loan Details page).
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Again, click the Go To xCP button ( ) in the top right corner of your browser window. This
opens xDM on the same folder as you can see from the folder name and the document you
previously imported which is of course still there.
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You have now tested the xIS LoB Integration Configuration for the Concordant Bank Loan
Details page. As you saw from the latest test, once the folder is created, each time you click the
Go To xCP button when you are on the Loan Details page, you go to the same already existing
xDM folder.
4.4 And Now, Without Training Wheels…
As we stated at the beginning of this document, you will be configuring 2 application
integrations.
Your mission, would you choose to accept it, is very simple: create the second application
integration.
More specifically, create a LoB Application Integration for the Concordant Banking Bank
Accounts application. Follow the same configuration steps as with the Loans application, but to
vary things a bit, choose to only allow xdm_contract documents in the controlled folder and
choose to open the xDM application in a new browser window (instead of a new browser tab).
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5 Missing Features / Possible Enhancements
This section describes a number of ideas to extend the xIS sample application.


Package and document the xDM xIS sub project, so that it can be re-used to easily “xIS
enable” other xCP applications



Browser plugins/extensions for Internet Explorer, Edge, Firefox and Safari



Implement additional xIS functionality
o Complete unimplemented/missing xIS options (some are already clickable in the xIS
administration interface but don’t work)
o xIS integration with xCP case management features (through xIS enabling of xCMS
xCP sample application)
o xIS integration with generic (and configurable) xCP search application (to be added
as part of the xIS application)
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